ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Discovering a disease gene not only helps to understand the mechanism of a disease, but also has practical applications, such as the development of diagnostic methods (Soong et al., 2001) , the establishment of model animals (Yoo et al., 2003; Skinner et al., 2002) and the design of drugs (Artuch et al., 2002; Hughes and Olson, 2001 ). This discovery process has been greatly accelerated by the human genome project, which has helped to transform a positional cloning approach to a positional-candidate gene approach (Collins, 1995) . Such an approach has reduced the amount of experimental verification studies required to find the gene involved in the disease and the cause of the genetic event. * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
Most genetic diseases do not have a recognizable sequence feature that can be identified in the publicly available genomic sequences. However, a group of diseases, such as Fragile X syndrome and spinocerebellar ataxia (SCA), are characterized by the presence short tandem repeats (STRs) near the disease genes. The expansion of these STRs seems to correlate with the progress of this type of disease. SCA is a heterogeneous group of progressive neurodegenerative disorders. Although different subtypes of SCA have similar phenotypes, their disease genes are mostly unrelated to each other except by the presence of STRs. This clear sequence feature, i.e. STR expansion, makes SCA a good model system for the positional candidate gene approach.
Ensembl (Clamp et al., 2003) at the European Bioinformatics Institute, Human Genome Resources (Wheeler et al., 2003) at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) and Genome browser (Karolchik et al., 2003) at UCSC are excellent resources providing genome annotation information. However, these genome annotation databases do not provide the advanced searches and data manipulation capability for identifying disease candidate genes. As a result, it is difficult to correlate other properties, such as the location of STR, with genes. Furthermore, these public resources are very conservative about annotation in order not to mislead their users. Consequently, this may lead to an underestimation of the genes that might be a candidate gene.
Since different disease genes have diverse properties, only a few public tools are available to discover candidate genes on the Internet. Candidate Gene Profiler (http://www.gift.med.ic.ac.uk/CGP.htm) is a general-purpose tool to look for candidate genes. In addition, the candidate genes to inherited diseases (G2D) database have used data mining techniques to associate genes with genetically inherited diseases (Perez-Iratxeta et al., 2002) . None of the above systems take advantage of the sequence features. As shown in Table 1 , there are 23 subtypes of SCA. Only nine of them have known disease genes. Even adding up the other types of STR expansion-related diseases, such as Fragile X and Huntington disease, the sample size is still too small to SCA db 
warrant success by a machine-learning approach. To make the candidate gene search more effective for SCA, a scoring and ranking system that correlates sequence feature and candidate genes are needed. The SCA db provides such tools to let the users select and prioritize the candidate genes.
SYSTEM DESIGN
STRs were observed in the exons, introns and flanking sequences of known STR-related diseases. The predominant form of STR involved in SCA is the trinucleotide repeat, which is mostly observed in the protein-coding sequences of exons. After considering symmetry and offset, each type of STR can be subdivided into classes. For example, the CAG class is the most frequently observed form in STR-related disease among the trinucleotide repeats. However, other combinations of repeat type and location also exist. For example, a pentanucleotide repeat in the intron region has been found to be involved in such diseases (Matsuura et al., 2000) . The copy number of a given STR is another factor that may result in interference with the function of a gene either qualitatively or quantitatively. Most STR-related diseases have STR expansion either on or near the patient's disease gene. Although there are SCA candidate genes that involve point mutation van Swieten et al., 2003) or show only limited repeat expansion (Silveira et al., 2002) , STR repeats seem to facilitate the expansion mechanism (Gordenin et al., 1997) . Therefore, the location, the type and the copy number of STR can be used to score the candidate genes.
To prevent missing of possible candidates, SCA db used loose criteria to collect its database content. To decrease the noise, a query system was designed to select useful information according to user's criteria. Furthermore, a user may also define a scoring scheme to rank the candidate genes, so he can select only a few genes to verify experimentally. To facilitate the hypothesis testing, simple analysis tool, such as primer design, was linked to the output of SCA db.
DATABASE DESCRIPTION Database contents
Most public genome annotation resources, such as Ensembl, NCBI Human Genome Resources and Genome browser, annotate the assembled human genome. However, the assembled human genome is not stable yet. There are order changes among different builds, which can change the relative position of genes and STR annotation. To avoid this type of complication, SCA db chose to annotate the BAC sequences in the disease regions. A pair of sequence tag sites (STSs), which define a disease region, was retrieved from Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database or from the literature. All the STS sequences that fall within these two markers were collected from GenMap99 (Deloukas et al., 1998) . These STSs were then used to collect bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) sequences in the disease region by a program called electronic PCR (Schuler, 1997) .
A program called Sputnik (http://abajian.net/sputnik/) was used to scan the BAC sequences for three types of STRs, i.e. trinucleotide, tetranucleotide and pentanucleotide STRs. Those BAC sequences, which contain at least 3, 4, 5 copies of penta-, tetra-or trinucleotide STR, were aligned with expressed sequence tag (EST) sequences in UniGene clusters (Schuler et al., 1996) . If the aligned region is >250 bp and the percentage identity of that region is >90% , this region is assigned as a gene. If the aligned region is <250 bp, at least three aligned regions to the same UniGene cluster in this BAC are required to define a candidate gene. If an STR was found within the aligned regions, the location of this STR was described as an 'exon'. If an STR was found between two aligned regions, which belonged to the same UniGene cluster, this STR was defined as an 'intron'. In the case of 'flanking', the STR was found either upstream of the 5 end or downstream of the 3 end of an aligned region belonged to the same UniGene cluster. External information, such as LocusLink (Pruitt and Maglott, 2001 ) and iProClass (Huang et al., 2003) were selectively stored in local files. For example, the Gene Ontology (GO) terms (Ashburner et al., 2000) , gene symbols and protein domain information were from LocusLink and the cross-species orthologous genes among several model organisms were from iProClass.
Query system
As shown in Figure 1A , the users can focus on one subtype or all subtypes of SCA. They can also use GO terms as keywords, such as the ion channel, to search for those candidate genes that have known properties. Gene expression information is useful for selecting candidate genes. However, the users need to obtain such gene expression information after finding their candidate genes. SCA db only provides hyperlink to UniGene database, because EST, serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) and microarray data can sometimes provide inconsistent results. In addition to the search criteria, the users may limit the search results by using STR-related parameters. These include the types, locations and copy numbers of the STRs. The display parameters specify the type of scoring system and the threshold score used in scoring and ranking. It also determines the number of candidates that is listed in the outputs.
As shown in Figure 1B , the output table has five columns. The first column is the score of each hit and this is calculated from the type, location and copy number of the STR. The score is shown in red if the score is above the preset threshold. The second column lists the type, copy number and location of a given repeat in a square bracket. The hyperlink on the BAC ID connects to a page that can download the neighboring sequence of a given STR. To test experimentally whether this repeat is expanded in a patient's genomic DNA, a pair of PCR primers across the STR is needed. Although pre-computed primer sets are provided, the users may design their own set of primers by linking to the Primer 3 program (Rozen and Skaletsky, 2000) . The third to fifth columns list the UniGene ID, the description and the GO terms associated with a given UniGene cluster. The ID is connected to a page, which helps to compare a human candidate gene with that of other model organisms. Comparative studies (Chiang et al., 1997) may help to reveal additional properties of a given candidate gene. The description is hyperlinked to NCBI's LocusLink for detailed annotation. The GO terms are linked to literature that supports this assignment according to the annotation in LocusLink.
Scoring and ranking system
The users have three levels of control in determining priority. First, the users can determine the weight of location, type and copy number of STRs. Second, each of the above three properties has its own attributes. The score of each attribute can be modified. Third, for those genes whose final score is above a threshold, the score will be shown in red.
The users can save their own settings as 'user-defined scores' in the 'Scores' page. To use the 'user-defined scores', the users only need to change the 'score' row in the 'Display parameters' from 'default' to 'user defined' in the search page (Fig. 1A) . The threshold value may also be set on the search page.
As shown in Figure 2 , the default parameters have equal weight for location, type and length of STRs. In the location property, exon, intron and flanking region of a gene, are set to 10, 4 and 2, respectively. If the copy number of a STR is equal to or above seven copies, this STR is defined as 'long'. Otherwise, it will be defined as 'short'. If the copy number is larger than seven, each extra copy will get a bonus score. The default scores for copy number are 10 (long), 2 (short) and 0.2 (bonus), respectively.
Each type of STR is subdivided into classes, because of the tandem and symmetry properties of the STR. For example, if position offset is allowed, (CAG) n , (AGC) n and (GCA) n are nearly identical repeats. If palindromic symmetry is considered, the complementary sequence (CTG) n and related trinucleotides can also be represented by (CAG) n . The tri-, tetra-and pentanucleotide repeats are thus subdividable into 10, 33 and 102 classes, respectively. Based on the statistics that are derived from STR properties of known disease genes, the scores of CAG, GAA, CGG and ATTCT repeats were set to 10, 2, 2 and 6, respectively. The rest of repeats were set to zero. If the users have reasons to believe other repeats should have a higher score, they can set up their own scoring table.
The suggested threshold for a candidate gene is 26. The above set of default values will rank all the SCA that have known disease genes as the top three in the candidate gene list. In other words, all the candidate genes, which have a score above or equal to 26, are worth testing experimentally.
To help the users understand the properties of disease genes, those SCA that have a known disease gene may be browsed by clicking the disease names, such as SCA1, either on a table or on a picture of chromosomes. Those candidate genes that meet the default criteria of a given SCA subtype are grouped by the classes of STR. After selecting a class, a candidate gene list will appear in a table as shown in Figure 1B .
History
SCA db uses 'cookies' to identify the users, so the queries from a given IP address will be recorded on the server. In other words, the users will be able to re-run their commands or perform 'AND' operation between queries. If a user selects 'user-defined scores' in his query, SCA db will always use the current user's scores to run the query. In other words, a user may change the scores and then re-run the same query. Repeatedly changing the scores by using the same query condition helps to optimize the score settings.
DISCUSSION
When all of the genes collected in SCA db are considered, about one-third of the genes have <15 bp of STRs. These genes will not be considered as candidate genes if STR is the only requirement for SCA. We did not eliminate these genes from the database, because some candidate genes only have a point mutation van Swieten et al., 2003) . These genes can still be searched by their protein domain information, biological process, cellular compartment and molecular function. Although >80% of the tri-, tetra-and pentanucleotides are outside the gene, two-third of genes in the SCA candidate regions have at least 15 bp of STR. In other words, most of the genes have five copies of a trinucleotide, four copies of a tetranucleotide or three copies of a pentanucleotide repeat in those genes. More than 90% of these STRs locate in the intron of a gene. However, very few STR-related diseases have their STR in their introns. Moreover, not all the known disease genes of SCA (Silveira et al., 2002) show a large expansion of the STR. Thus, it is important to take advantage of a scoring system to set priority for the genes that meets a given working hypothesis. SCA db allows the users to define their own scores.
This kind of scoring strategy can also be applied to other candidate gene databases, such as those purely based on GO. For example, different GO terms may have different scores. Furthermore, SCA db can readily be extended to a whole genome approach. Instead of focusing on the SCA candidate region, all the genes that might be affected by STRs can be studied by this approach. For example, it has been reported that STRs can affect splicing site selection (Hui et al., 2003) . By combining the STR information with alternative splicing database, such as the PALS db (Huang et al., 2002) , the effect of STRs on alternative splicing could be examined. Therefore, a whole genome approach may detect novel STR-related disease genes. In conclusion, the SCA db There are three types of STR-related properties-location, copy number and STR type. The user can not only setup the weight of these three types of properties, but also change the attribute scores of each property. The 'location' property describes location in terms of a gene, namely exon, intron or flanking regions of a gene. The 'copy number' property uses seven copies as a cutoff to distinguish a long STR from a short STR. For those STRs that are larger than seven copies, each additional unit will get a bonus score. The 'type' property includes tri-, tetraand pentanucleotide repeats. In each type of STR, one sequence will be used to represent a class of STR, which is nearly equivalent after considering offset or symmetry. There are 10, 33 and 102 classes for tri-, tetra-and pentanucleotide repeats, respectively. The members of each STR class will be listed after clicking the hyperlink on the representative sequence. The score of each class of STR can be set individually based on user's working hypothesis.
provides a model for a bioinformatics approach for electronic screening and prioritization of positional candidate genes for experimental verification that could be extended to other diseases and sequence databases.
